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FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW:   MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ  
April 4, 2016  
 
 

DAVE SENKO:  Final round 8-under 64 and your third win on the PGA TOUR Champions in 

just your 10th start.  Just share your thoughts on winning today in the final round, which is 

the lowest final round in this tournament history. 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  Yeah.  Well, it was a great day today really, bogey-free round.  

Played 39 3-under par on the first nine and on the back nine is all the coming with the four 

birdies in a row I make.  I start doing the 10th hole where I missed my driver, was in the 

rough (inaudible) to do in the condition but I'm human, no?  I missed my driver there on the 

left and I had to make a hook with my 6-iron and I hit a great shot from there, pitching close 

to the flag, but rolled past the green, when I holed that putt from there like 17, 18 meters 

putt.  That's probably the (inaudible) coming the next three holes, hitting beautiful shots and 

holing the putts.  That's probably the key. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  Putting today? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  The key is the 10th hole, making birdie on 10th hole is the key.  

I've been hitting good.  From there put it close on hole No. 11, second shot like a five foot, 

and on the 12th like a foot.  On the 13th just on the side and another foot.  Been playing 

solid and I make those putts is important.  

 

DAVE SENKO:  You say the one at No. 10 was about 50 feet? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  No, it's 17 meters, 18 meters.  Like a 50, 55 feet.  I holed that 

one.  That's the one that was the best probably. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  And then the one on 13, did you say four feet? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  Four feet, yeah. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  15? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  And then on 15, 12 feet. 

 

DAVE SENKO:  12?  

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  12 feet.  34 meters.  

 

Q.  The tee shot on 17, I believe they said you hit 5-iron? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  I hit a 5-iron on that one.  I talked with my caddie, it's tiny, tiny 

little breeze off the right, it was 188 meters, 208 yards.  That will be 180 (inaudible) on the 
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slope.  A solid 5-iron fits me perfectly because (inaudible)left side of the green.  Good shot.    

 

Q.  Looked like it might go in? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  Yeah, perfect shot, it rolled.  The grain is down grain.  I 

thought it rolled a little too much but perfect shot there. 

 

Q.  After playing 36 holes yesterday, how did you feel kind of coming out?  There on 

the back nine you really closed strong.  Talk about how you felt throughout the day.  

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  I feel fine (inaudible) especially when it's so wet because 

you're working on and you get more than normal but here year again, no?  Nice bottle of 

wine last night and a steak. 

 

Q.  Scott Dunlap said that he felt he played well but he just got ran over.  

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  No, he played very well, he started very well.  The difference 

between the wind or not the wind, the edge is so thin, no?  He played very well, hit very 

good shots, very solid.  Then he had making the par, no?  He made 3 on the par also.  He 

played very well.  He trying to make the birdie on 17th, that long putt.  He ended with three 

putts.  He tried to push himself, no, but he played very solid as well as (inaudible) played 

very well the last few holes.  (Inaudible.) One shot.  You never know what can happen in 

three, four holes one shot behind.  

 

(Question and answer in Spanish.) 

 

Q.  Just the approach to the course compared to last year, I think you finished 1 over 

or something like that.  What was the difference this year in the way you approached 

the course? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  Well, I have to remember that, yeah, how I finish.  Hitting well.  

But the mind thinking you need to feel good, you need to hit good the ball and you need to 

have good harmony.  Feel good, play well and then things happen.  I don't compare myself.  

I always the same but sometimes you don't make the same scores.  You missing something 

there, you know?  It's the edge is so thin to be (inaudible).  It's the same person playing 

there, no?  

 

Q.  The ritual you have when you're about to strike the ball, is that stretching your 

back? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  My putting swing?  It's to be loose.  The swing is there.  You 

make more or less see me the way you want to do it (inaudible) everything's too loose.  Lose 

yourself.  You need to use the (inaudible) and the practice swing, you know? 

 

Q.  Miguel, are you hoping to play in the Olympics? 
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MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  No, no, I don't think I'm going to get a chance now.  I've been 

struggling with my game the last few months and I try, I try after Hawaii when I play there, 

the Mitsubishi in Hawaii at Hualalai, I went to Dubai, to Thailand, but I didn't play well.  I've 

been struggling with my game and now my struggle is getting better and the game's getting 

better.  Everything is to put the ball in the hole.  I think I lose my chances to do that.  

(Inaudible) to win this year, playing very well.  Spain's going to have a very good team 

anyway with Rafael and Sergio. 

 

Q.  What are your plans for the remainder of the year? 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  Well, now I go to (inaudible) and I play Atlanta and I play two 

tournaments in the European Tour in China and I have a couple weeks off and I play a 

couple more tournaments in Europe before coming to, what is that, Des Moines?  

 

DAVE SENKO:  Des Moines. 

 

MIGUEL ANGEL JIMENEZ:  Des Moines. I want to play Atlanta and then I will come back 

again for Des Moines and the TPC.  

 

DAVE SENKO:  Thank you, Miguel. 
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